Data Collection and Eigenspace Analysis
The medium is probed by exciting the elements of the array individually and recording the scattered field with all of the elements separately. The signals are stored in the K matrix, whose j,i entry is the total field received by the element j when the element i is fired.
T=conj(K)K
The eigenvectors of the T matrix with nonzero eigenvalues build the signal space S, the eigenvectors with zero eigenvalues build the noise space N, these spaces are orthogonal.
Steering Vector
For a prescribed monitoring point, X M , the Steering Vector, g(X M ) , provides the phasing and amplitude of the array excitation required to focus the array onto X M :
Where G(X M ,A i ) is the Green's function of the medium and represents the field at X i due to a point source at A i .
DORT
DORT emerged from time reversal techniques as a method for detecting point scatterers and has been developed by, amongst others Prada (J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 99 , 2067 Am. 99 , -2076 Am. 99 , (1995 ). DORT assumes the steering vector at the coordinates of a target g(Z i ) equals one of the eigenvectors of the signal space S. This assumption means that by backpropagating the eigenvector it will focus at the target position.
TR & MUSIC
Devaney has combined the physical notion of Time Reversal to the MUltiple SIgnal Classification technique (IEEE Trans. Antennas and Propagation 53,1600-1610 (2005))and has shown that when the scatterers are close the assumption made by DORT is false and instead g(Z i ) is a linear combination of the vectors of the signal space S. Since the noise space N and S are orthogonal it follows that N and g(Z i ) are orthogonal, MUSIC exploits this result to build an image.
The time reversal operator T is constructed:
Experimental Images
The images below were obtained experimentally using the following setup:
•Array of 9 transducers with a length just over 8 wavelengths •Subwavelength scatterer located over 8 wavelengths from the array
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TR & MUSIC provides a much sharper image than DORT.
Simulated Noise
In order to investigate the effects of different noise levels numerical simulations were performed by adding random noise to simulated data.
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These images closely approximate the type of image seen from the experimental data. Spot radius for TR & MUSIC increases linearly for increasing levels of noise, even where there is more than one significant eigenvalue. Spot radius for DORT is fairly constant for increasing levels of noise until there is more than one significant nonzero eigenvalue, when it breaks down. 
Effect of Noise
